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about their lines of sight in a way that reduces the motion of the
epipolar lines, allowing stereopsis to get by with smaller search
zones and thereby lightening its computational load.
Eye motion shifts the epipolar linesÐthe retinal bands where
corresponding image features, or stereo matches, project in the two
eyes. In the simulation shown in Fig. 1, if the small open circles
represent point images cast onto the right retina, and the eyes are
converged 308 while looking level, then the corresponding images
on the left retina must lie somewhere along the thick lines. When the
eyes look 308 down, still converged 308, the images on the left retina
must lie on the thin lines in Fig. 1. When the eyes look 308 up, the
images lie on the dashed lines. If the brain searches the wrong lines
for stereo matches, it will not ®nd them and stereopsis will fail.
This is a fundamental problem facing any creature that wants
both stereopsis and mobile eyes, and there are just two possible
solutions. Either the matching algorithm searches different retinal
bands depending on current eye position, or it searches eye-®xed
zones large enough to encompass all possible locations of the
epipolar lines in all usual eye con®gurations (outlined regions in
Fig. 1). Most theories of stereopsis assume that the brain searches
narrow bands, so as to reduce its computational load. We used
visual stimuli like those in Fig. 2 to show that in fact the brain uses
large, eye-®xed zones.
Discs a1 and a2 in Fig. 2 form a cyclorotated stereogram (b1 and
b2 form another, interleaved to save space on the page). Disc a1, to
be viewed by the right eye, is rotated 28 counterclockwise, and a2 is
rotated 28 clockwise, for a total of 48 incyclorotation. When humans
converge and look down, our eyes incycloverge, with the upper
poles of both eyes rotating medially5,7,8. When we converge and look
up, our eyes excycloverge. If stereo matching adjusts its search to
correct for eye position, this cyclovergence should make no difference to vision; but if the matching algorithm does not correct for eye
position, we should see incyclorotated stereograms better when we
look down, and excyclorotated stereograms better when we look up.
If you fuse the stereograms of Fig. 2 as instructed in the ®gure
legend, you should see the stereoscopic images only on downgaze.
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To achieve stereoscopic vision, the brain must search for corresponding image features on the two retinas1. As long as the eyes
stay still, corresponding features are con®ned to narrow bands
called epipolar lines2,3. But when the eyes change position, the
epipolar lines migrate on the retinas4±6. To ®nd the matching
features, the brain must either search different retinal bands
depending on current eye position, or search retina-®xed zones
that are large enough to cover all usual locations of the epipolar
lines. Here we show, using a new type of stereogram in which the
depth image vanishes at certain gaze elevations, that the search
zones are retina-®xed. This being the case, motor control acquires
a crucial function in depth vision: we show that the eyes twist
NATURE | VOL 410 | 12 APRIL 2001 | www.nature.com

Figure 1 Epipolar lines vary with eye position. The nine open circles are images of nine
objects projected onto the right retina, one foveal and the rest 158 eccentric (the perimeter
circle marks 22.58 from the fovea). Projections of these same objects onto the left retina
must lie somewhere on the thick line segmentsÐpieces of epipolar linesÐwhen the
eyes converge 308 and look level. They lie on the dashed lines when the eyes look up 308
and on the thin lines when they look down 308, always with 308 of convergence. Outlines
mark the entire range of motion of the epipolar segments when the eyes also move 6 208
horizontally. Eye motion in this simulation is a realistic combination of Listing's law and L2
(see Methods).
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stereogram visible only on upgaze. If the image never disappears, your search zones are
too large for this stereogram; try fusing discs b1 and b2, whose cyclorotation is greater
(108). If no image appears even on downgaze, your search zones are too small; try fusing
a1 and a2 upside-down.

We tested ®ve normal subjects, all of whom showed this positional stereoblindness. When one typical subject viewed stereograms while converged 308 and looking 308 down, he could reliably
see depthÐthat is he could identify the disparity-de®ned image at
least 50% of the timeÐin stereograms that were incyclorotated as
much as 10.18 (Fig. 3). Looking up, his threshold was just 3.08 of
incyclorotation. So a stereogram with, for example, 78 of incyclorotation was visible on downgaze but not on upgaze. For excyclorotation the subject's thresholds were better when he looked up, so
that a stereogram with 78 of excyclorotation was visible on upgaze
but not on downgaze. Thresholds varied between subjects, but all
®ve showed the pattern of positional stereoblindness (Fig. 4) that
one would expect if the matching algorithm were receiving no
information about eye position.
Eye-position measurements quantitatively con®rmed this idea. In
all ®ve subjects, we plotted cyclorotation thresholds versus cyclovergence measured by the nonius method4,9 (Fig. 4). If search zones
are perfectly ®xed to the retinas, the slope of these lines will be 1
(parallel to the dashed line in the ®gure), meaning that the
cyclorotation thresholds rotate exactly as far as the eyes. On average,
the slope was 1.06. We conclude that stereoptic search zones are
essentially eye-®xed.
This ®nding suggests that eye control might be an important part
of stereopsis. An optimized motor program could coordinate the
eyes in a way that minimizes the motion of the epipolar lines and
therefore allows stereopsis to get by with the smallest possible search
zones, lightening the computational load. What is the optimal
pattern of eye coordination? Horizontal and vertical motions of
both eyes are determined by the visual ®xation target, but cyclorotation is free: both eyes can turn about their lines of sight without

breaking ®xation. Our simulations showed that cycloversionÐ
equal cyclorotation of the two eyesÐmakes little difference to
stereopsis, but cyclovergence matters.
We considered how cyclovergence is controlled. Does it respond
to visual stimuli? Do the eyes excycloverge, for example, when they
see an excyclorotated stereogram? We used search coils to measure
eye motion in six subjects viewing cyclorotated stereograms, and
found that, on average, cyclovergence varied only 0.078 (range 0.02±
0.168) for every degree of stimulus cyclorotation. Larger or moving
stimuli evoke stronger eye rotations10±13, but even then visually
driven cyclovergence is superimposed on a blind, default pattern of
eye control10.
The normal pattern of eye control when viewing distant objects is
Listing's law14,15, which states that each eye's cyclorotation is proportional to the product of its horizontal and vertical angles in
radians, C = -HV/2 (see Methods). By this formula, Listing's law
calls for a cyclovergence range of 15.78 in our experiment, from 7.858
excyclorotation on upgaze to 7.858 incyclorotation on downgaze.
But in fact, the ranges of our subjects averaged just 6.88 (Fig. 4); that
is, our subjects, like those of other studies7,8,16±19, violated Listing's
law on near gaze, reducing their cyclovergence5.
Obeying Listing's law brings many functional advantages,
improving motor ef®ciency and simplifying monocular visual
processing5,14,20,21. So there must be some even greater functional
advantage, incompatible with Listing's law, to make the brain violate
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Figure 3 Stereopsis depends on gaze elevation. For this typical subject, black dots show
the fraction of images that were correctly perceived or guessedÐthere was always a
25% chance of guessing which of the four possible disparity-de®ned images was
presentÐas a function of the cyclorotation of the stereograms, when the subject
converged 308 and looked level. Fitted curves plot performance at three gaze elevations.
Open circles mark perception thresholds, that is, angles at which stereograms were
reported correctly 62.5% of the time; this is the performance expected when the subject
perceives the image 50% of the time and guesses correctly on a quarter of the remaining
trials.
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Figure 2 Cyclorotated stereograms are visible only in certain eye positions. Cross-fuse
discs a1 and a2 from 30 cm away, depressing your gaze as far as possible and holding the
paper orthogonal to the plane of your sight lines (not parallel to your face). You should see
a depth image (a pointer, like a tapering clock hand, pointing up and right) in this position,
but not when you do the same on upgaze. Flipping the page upside-down yields a
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Figure 4 Perception thresholds depend on gaze elevation and cyclovergence. Open
symbols at top and bottom mark excyclorotation and incyclorotation thresholds for ®ve
subjects. Filled symbols lie halfway between the two thresholds, at the midpoint of the
visible range. Thresholds for all ®ve subjects varied signi®cantly with gaze elevation,
shifting toward incyclorotation on downgaze (leftmost symbol in each string of three) and
toward excyclorotation on upgaze (rightmost symbol in each string of three); F2,8 = 33.40,
P , 0.001 for incyclorotation thresholds, F2,8 = 51.95, P , 0.001 for excyclorotation.
These plots of perception thresholds versus cyclovergence show an average slope of
1.06, very close to slope of 1 (the dashed line) predicted if stereo matching receives no
information about eye position.
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it so markedly on near gaze5,8. The advantage, we suggest, is that
reducing cyclovergence restricts the motion of the epipolar lines,
permitting stereo matching to function with smaller search zones.
Still smaller zones would be possible if cyclovergence were eliminated entirely, and a further slight improvement would accrue if
cycloversion were also avoided; however, the brain rejects these
motor patterns, presumably because they stray too far from Listing's
law. Thus, eye control strikes a balance between the motor and
monocular advantages of Listing's law and the optimization of
stereoptic search.
We computed the smallest search zones that would permit
stereopsis, given different patterns of eye control. Listing's law
yields the black zones in Fig. 5. Eliminating cyclovergence allows
stereopsis to proceed with much smaller zonesÐthe white regions.
Such plots show how the layout of an optimized visual system
depends on the pattern of eye motion. As human eye control lies
between these two patterns, our search zones should show an
intermediate arrangement, closer to the white. (The zones may be
slightly taller than predicted here because we consider only the
effects of eye motion, whereas there may be other reasons for vertical
search22.) As Fig. 5 shows, search zones should be ¯atter along the
retina's horizontal meridian, taller eccentrically and smaller temporally, whereas on oblique meridians they should be vertically displaced relative to the corresponding dot on the other retina. These
predictions can be tested perceptually and electrophysiologically, by
plotting receptive ®elds of groups of visual neurons. For example, an
optimal system would tolerate vertical disparities of about 0.18
within 18 of the foveal centre and 0.78 at 38 eccentricity; these
predictions are consistent with the available data4,23,24, and explain
why vertical tolerance increases rapidly with retinal eccentricity.
Stereopsis, then, is partly a motor process. The stereo-matching
algorithm does not know where it is looking, and therefore does not
move its search zones on the retinas when the eyes move; instead, it
uses eye-®xed search zones and relies on ocular coordination to keep
corresponding images within these bounds. A motor program
twists the eyes about their lines of sight in a way that reduces the
motion of the epipolar lines, allowing stereopsis to operate with
smaller search zones.
M

Methods
Perceptual experiments
Subjects viewed three series of 200 stereograms each at eye level and 308 above and below.
Stereograms appeared on a notebook-computer screen 35 cm away in darkness, spaced so
that cross-fusion required 308 of vergence; at each of the three gaze elevations, the screen
was rotated so that it was orthogonal to the visual plane. Each disc of each stereogram
spanned 128 and comprised 2,000 white dots on a black screen. Each stereogram contained
a disparity-de®ned shapeÐa pointer, like a clock hand, pointing in one of four oblique
directions, presented in random order.
Stereograms were ¯ashed for 200 ms; subjects then chose the direction in which they
thought the clock hand was pointing. An interactive program varied the cyclorotation
angles of the stereograms depending on the correctness of previous answers, mapping out
the threshold ranges. Because subjects viewed the stereograms cross-eyed, their lines of
sight hit the ¯at computer screen at a 158 slant. To eliminate the optical effects of this slant,
we warped the random-dot patterns on the screen in a precise way so that each retinal
projection was of a disc seen face-on, without slant-induced disparities, cyclorotated about
the line of sight. But as slants are present in real life when one views near objects, we also
performed the experiments without the de-slanting procedure.
The results were identical, all ®ve subjects showing the same positional stereoblindness;
in this version of the experiment, the average slope of the relation between perception
thresholds and cyclovergence was 1.02, almost equal to the value of 1.06 in Fig. 4. In these
with-slant experiments, we presented the stereograms for 8 s rather than 200 ms, to show
that the positional stereoblindness also occurs with prolonged viewing. To show that the
effect is not speci®c to judgements of orientation, we used 20 disparity-de®ned shapes,
such as discs, squares or triangles, instead of a clock hand.

Eye position
Eye positions are expressed in Helmholtz angles5,8,14, with positive directions right, up and
clockwise (other coordinate systems can mislead in vision studies because they obscure the
relation between eye position and retinal correspondence; for example, when eye motion is
expressed using quaternions or rotation vectors, converged eyes incycloverge on
upgaze5,7,16, which makes it seem odd that excyclorotated stereograms are seen better). The
best way of measuring Helmholtz cyclovergence is the torsional nonius method4,9, but this
does not allow the recording of eye position while stereograms are viewed. In six subjects,
therefore, we also measured the 3D positions of both eyes using scleral search coils25,26.

Simulations
To compute the white search zones in Fig. 5, we let the eyes move in a pattern known as L2
(ref. 5), in which CR = -HRV/2 - DV/4 = CL = -H LV/2 + DV/4, C and H being the
cyclorotation and horizontal angles of the right (R) and left (L) eyes, V their common
vertical angle and D = HL - HR the vergence angle. Fig. 1 uses a motion pattern
intermediate between L2 and Listing's law5,7 with CR = -HRV/2 - 0.15DV,
CL = -HLV/2 + 0.15DV. In both ®gures the horizontal sizes of the search zones, and to a
much lesser extent their heights, depend on the thickness of the stereo-matchable region
around the 2D horopter2,5; we assume a thickness of 6 3% of the distance from the
horopter to the eye because this value, in agreement with experimental data on
quantitative stereopsis4, implies that subjects should detect horizontal disparities of up to
about 18 at the fovea.
We also did simulations using much thicker stereo-matchable regions, up to 6 50% of
the distance to the eye (with a matchable region this thick, the system would be able to
detect disparities of up to 328 at the fovea). The search zones were then much larger, and
the per cent reductions achieved by L2 compared to Listing's law were still considerable
(for example, about 45% reduction for 6 3% thickness, 40% for 6 20%, 20% for 6 50%).
In Figs 1 and 5, the simulations use `geometric' horopters; that is, they omit the Hering±
Hillebrand deviation and the 18 declinations of corresponding near-vertical meridians2,5,15.
Incorporating these small adjustments makes no signi®cant difference to the simulations:
L2 still shrinks the search zones by about the same amount.
Received 19 December 2000; accepted 29 January 2001.

Figure 5 Optimal stereoptic search zones when the eyes obey Listing's law (black areas)
and when they move without cyclovergence (white areas) in a pattern called L2 (see
Methods). Rings of dots are 158 and 308 from the fovea, the perimeter circle is at 458.
Simulated eye positions ranged from -208 to 208 horizontal version, -308 to 308 vertical
version and 08 to 308 vergence.
NATURE | VOL 410 | 12 APRIL 2001 | www.nature.com
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Leptin is the primary signal through which the hypothalamus
senses nutritional state and modulates food intake and energy
balance1. Leptin reduces food intake by upregulating anorexigenic
(appetite-reducing) neuropeptides, such as a-melanocyte-stimulating hormone2,3, and downregulating orexigenic (appetitestimulating) factors, primarily neuropeptide Y4. Genetic defects
in anorexigenic signalling, such as mutations in the melanocortin-4 (ref. 5) or leptin receptors6, cause obesity. However,
alternative orexigenic pathways maintain food intake in mice
de®cient in neuropeptide Y7. CB1 cannabinoid receptors8 and the
endocannabinoids anandamide and 2-arachidonoyl glycerol are
present in the hypothalamus9, and marijuana10 and anandamide11,12 stimulate food intake. Here we show that following
temporary food restriction, CB1 receptor knockout mice eat
³ Present address: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, National Institutes of Health,
MSC-8115, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-8115, USA.
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less than their wild-type littermates, and the CB1 antagonist
SR141716A reduces food intake in wild-type but not knockout
mice. Furthermore, defective leptin signalling is associated with
elevated hypothalamic, but not cerebellar, levels of endocannabinoids in obese db/db and ob/ob mice and Zucker rats. Acute
leptin treatment of normal rats and ob/ob mice reduces anandamide and 2-arachidonoyl glycerol in the hypothalamus. These
®ndings indicate that endocannabinoids in the hypothalamus
may tonically activate CB1 receptors to maintain food intake and
form part of the neural circuitry regulated by leptin.
CB1-/- and CB1+/+ mice were made as described previously13,14
and were maintained on a reverse light/dark cycle for measurement
of food intake. After 18 h of fasting, the animals received a single
intraperitoneal injection of vehicle or drug 10 min before the
beginning of the dark cycle, and food intake was measured for the
indicated period of time. After vehicle treatment, food intake was
signi®cantly lower in CB1-/- than in CB1+/+ mice. When CB1+/+
mice were treated with 3 mg g-1 of the selective CB1 receptor
antagonist SR141716A (ref. 15), food intake was signi®cantly
reduced to the same level as in vehicle-treated CB1-/- mice, whereas
in CB1-/- mice SR141716A did not affect food intake (Fig. 1). These
results indicate that endogenous cannabinoids acting at CB1 receptors may be involved in maintaining food intake in mice made
hyperphagic by brief food deprivation.
As leptin is known to downregulate the expression in the
hypothalamus of orexigenic peptides such as neuropeptide Y
(NPY)4, orexins16 and melanin concentrating hormone17, we
investigated whether it may similarly regulate hypothalamic endocannabinoids. A single intravenous injection of 125 or 250 mg of
recombinant mouse leptin into normal Sprague±Dawley rats
resulted in around 40±50% reductions in the hypothalamic levels
of both anandamide and 2-arachidonoyl glycerol (2-AG) within
30 min, compared with levels in vehicle-treated controls (Fig. 2). By
contrast, defective leptin signalling in obese Zucker rats was
associated with elevated 2-AG levels in the hypothalamus compared
with non-obese controls. The hypothalamic levels of anandamide
and palmitoyl ethanolamide (PEA) were not signi®cantly different
in Zucker rats and their controls (Fig. 3a). In young (6±8-week-old)
obese db/db mice with defective leptin receptors, hypothalamic
levels of both 2-AG and anandamide were higher than in their
2.0
Food intake (g per mouse)
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Figure 1 Food intake in CB1-/- mice and their CB1+/+ littermates in the absence and
presence of the CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A. Cumulative food intake was
measured in 18-h food-restricted CB1-/- (circles) and CB1+/+mice (triangles). The
animals received a single intraperitoneal injection of vehicle (®lled symbols) or 3 mg g-1
SR141716A (open symbols) 10 min before the start of the testing period. Means 6 s.e.,
n = 9 CB1+/+ and 5 CB1-/- mice. Signi®cance of difference from corresponding values in
the presence of SR141716A in the same group of animals (*P , 0.05, **P , 0.01), or
from corresponding values in vehicle-treated CB1-/- mice (#P , 0.05, ##P , 0.01)
calculated by analysis of variance followed by Tukey's test. Food intake in non-fasted
animals was much lower; it was similar in CB1+/+(0.19 6 0.05, 0.33 6 0.06,
0.46 6 0.06 g per mouse, n = 8) and CB1-/- mice (0.16 6 0.02, 0.33 6 0.04,
0.45 6 0.05 g per mouse, n = 8), at 1, 2 and 3 h, respectively.
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